
14076: "back in cold but sunny sweden after poland and now slowly setting my head 

back into academia and two theory courses drying up my imagination but really 

working hard to get inspirations and ideas during my lonely weekends and with 

august  getting  ideas  of  winterish  things  but  also  related  to  the  univeristy 

environment like the gipsy playing saxophone outside or from the boxing training 

in the gym and the coomuting with the train"

14077: "now really with my head in academia starting to affect my imagination as 

well with ideas relating to lectures and writing but also again ideas got from my 

lonely weekend walks in the nature lighting fires and being with my little son 

eating asian and getting there some ideas or again while waiting for the commuter 

train"

10056: "buying my new apartment from the son of a dead hungarian man who seemed 

rather open minded and with a good view on politics and photographing after the 

signing of the contract at his father apartment taking me there with his old car 

and recalling his father who died of heart conditions after a life of smoking and 

soon after regretting having accepted a roommate which i only got because i did 

not wish to be alone and end up filled with vices like my father but then getting 

a phone call from lamin who got living here immediately after leaving his auntie 

who had been adopting him from the gambia and soon be most generous with him but 

then realizing his exploiting nature both with the state and with me to then later 

taking him to a party of south americans in stockholm and meeting a very wierd 

argentinian dj who was however together with a brilliant swedish girl from the 

north unusually intelligent possibly also due to her long staying in south america 

and later going to copenhagen and being most tired of a student conference i have 

attended but nonetheless meeting a very brilliant danish girl doing interesting 

empirical work with students and going out with my old student maria and her 

colombian boyfriend who introduced me to a great german italian climber making 

money in danmark as a welder and then going in colombia to build an hostel for 

climbers down a peack and meeting other colombians and an malta born english guy 

while eating at a resturant in the hippy neighborhood in copenhagen"

12076: "news read mostly from my home computer looking at the yahoo world news 

website  which  starts  to  be  more  and  more  crowded  with  commercials  and  there 

finding  out  about  allot  of  sinking  particularly  tragic  ones  with  african 

immigrants trying to reach italy and a few airplane crashes in asia killing dozens 

as well but also deadly stampades in india and the usual bomb attacks in iraq with 

very little said about the death still caused by the arab spring uprising and the 

atrocities in congo"

02117: "a very dream prolific month with a trip to berlin where my fear for punks 

and performers got me again after many years to rexplore the causes of my dreams 

and give an interpretation with photographic material about what daily event has 

affected those dreams i find more meaningful to explain and also keeping small 

general notes about the most emblematic characteristics of the month production



noting how i dreamt quite recurrently about small kids such as my sister's small 

daughter and my girlfriend's small nephew also being affecte now by allot of 

videoconferencing with my parents and the latter but also dreaming much with my 

old son walking and reharsing our weekend walks to forests and museums but also 

being  on a bike  unable to  stop and the autumn  landscape  that comes with  it 

particularly the lakes where is too cold now to swim but still dreaming about 

swimming there hugging my girlfriend as we would make love"

18036: "clouds edited a bit on the move from both my stationary computer and my 

laptop while being in my apartment with both myrthe and august working in the 

kitchen not to wake up the latter and at my parents but still not quite clear 

about the period when the actual clouds where analyzed but most likely belonging 

to time I got back to sweden from the states detecting quite many animals like 

elephants  but  also  smaller  creatures  like  ants  and  scorpions  possibly  still 

affected by the autumn nature"

04044: "a period of initial distress still undecided about my future in academia 

and also still potentially depressing due to the academic environment and the 

procedures that comes with it but really finding a good enthusiasm in developing 

further my work and reaching a higher perfection which however made me also quite 

much struggle with the interface design of my project but at last getting a bit of 

distraction  and  easiness  from  myrthe  who  came  here  and  provided  me  a  good 

emotional stability also with little august with whom i spent allot of time after 

he pretended to be sick and in general again finding in the work for my project 

and a particularly in myrthe a peaceful ground particularly in our short visit to 

my parents roaming in the nice weather despite the family dentist removing a teeth 

and my mother getting violent with me and me getting violent with one of her rich 

friends insulting me at a dinner"

15044:  "a  rather  polluted  month  still  breathing  the  bad  air  of  the  nearby 

factorie  next  to  my  place  and  going  on  a  picnic  with  august  between  a 

pharmaceuticol factory and one making heat but also breathing the fresh air of the 

autumn taking walks by lakes before and after picking myrthe at the stockholm bus 

station and really experiencing the unusual stockholm traffic now that many can 

afford cars and again enjoying a bit of the cold fresh autumn air before going to 

italy  and  experiencing  much  traffic  both  nearby  the  airport  in  treviso  and 

particularly in vicenza taking walks with myrthe and finally breathing good air in 

venice and bad air again traveling by plane and at last really good air in the 

netherland spending a whole day out with august and myrthe and his mom at an 

amusement park in the forest"

01118: "after quite some traveling particularly in berlin that got me very active 

documenting also to interpret my dreams and get good pictures for my writings i 

had a full period at home working allot to redefine my project and particularly 

the website this after perceiving the discontent of my work from the university 

and also doing allot of work now to restructure my studio to host more potential



outcomes of my project particularly seeking more physical and artistic production 

thu going with august to buy new construction material and getting back to some 

carpenting but also going to different places to buy a bit of old toys to make 

small  sculptures  of  the  figure  i  see  in  the  clouds  thus  preparing  for  more 

production to come and also resuming the work out in the gym to keep my heart 

healthy after feeling some pain in my chest and at last again travling with myrthe 

this  time  to  italy  walking  with  their  in  the  city  and  on  the  hills  mostly 

documenting allot and in various manners"

05054: "not so much walking from the beginning after all the extensive walking in 

geramny but at last ending up walking quite a bit trying to enjoy the utumn air 

and  dropping  august  to  the  boy  scout  to  walk  myself  from  the  university  to 

stockholm and all around it but also taking a small walk with a polish collegue 

during  conference as he also had to walk allot for a disease that almost killed 

him and walking again in sweden with august and myrthe despite the weather but 

then finally finding a good weather in northern italy and walking a bit in treviso 

after landing and allot in vicenza the two of us and in venice with my stepfather 

who got us quite lost and disoriented and visiting the art biennial there going 

into funny shapes outdoor from one pavilion to another and so also during a day 

spent in an amusement park in the netherlands going even in a labyrith"

16055: "a rather cold weather coming back from sunny berlin and finding stockholm 

in the middle of the autumn with shorter days and nights of frost yet a few days 

of sun and being outdoor for walks and bike rides with myrthe in particular till 

we went together to my parents in northern italy to find a mighty weather getting 

around in shirt and finally back to sweden to make it soon back to the netherlands 

and literally finding a weather between the warm south and the cold north"

18051: "not too often out from the beginning experiencing the autumn wind but 

eventually exposing myself during walks and bike rides otherwise noticing the wind 

through the window of my studio observing the bending trees but then going with 

myrthe to italy and experiencing a light wind particularly in venice visiting the 

saint mark belfry and then some wind in my visit with august to the netherland"

13081:  "a  month  characterized  first  by  a  bit  of  stability  writing  on  my 

dissertation in myrthe's attic but then rebelling to the academic conventions and 

really sat out exploring berlin with a great weather walking first in the city 

with myrthe filming new and already explored places but then setting forward alone 

from the city to the suburbs and filming many public spaces and also much nature 

particularly on the american spy station hills and through the forest and in rich 

neighborhoods but also to potsdam filming in the sansouci park and getting caught 

on a net to cross over to a typical east germany neighborhood"

13082: "films shot mostly in stockholm  taking advantage  of the great autumn 

weather  while  walking  both  with  august  and  later  with  myrthe  also  going  to 

northern italy and explore there for a short time the city of treviso and then



mostly vicenza and venice yet without really concentrating on filming particularly 

in venice with my stepfather running ahead to show myrthe different locations 

despite the great silver light to film"

06030: "taking advantage of the last days of warm weather to go and run but soon 

ending up running in the university small gym always quite alone using the stepper 

machine which keeps my baricenter fixed and does not seem to harm my back and 

knees and here being quite regular other that at times having to rush to attend a 

seminar or even taking my son august while myrthe kept working in the university 

library and overall keeping a good condition and feeling very much better after 

the excercises eliminating the chest pains and particularly my stress"

07031:  "painting  executed  really  sporadicly  with  all  the  summer  trips  and 

rearranging of my studio finally positioning the painting side at the far end 

under a strong light which will allow me to photograph the paintings under the 

same conditions and with a wooden small shelf to place the water and pencils now 

again painting much more simple and unified shapes with again these circular 

recurrent  shapes  and  drop  like  falling  blue  intersecting  with  other  diagonal 

layers swap in various levels but nonetheless with a quite worked out texture of 

many subtle nuances"




